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We study the quantum vacuum fluctuations around closed Friedmann-Robertson-Walker ~FRW! radiation-
filled universes with a nonvanishing cosmological constant. These vacuum fluctuations are represented by a
conformally coupled massive scalar field and are treated in the lowest order of perturbation theory. In the
semiclassical approximation, the perturbations are governed by differential equations which, properly linear-
ized, become generalized Lame´ equations. The wave function thus obtained must satisfy appropriate regularity
conditions which ensure its finiteness for every field configuration. We apply these results to asymptotically
anti–de Sitter Euclidean wormhole spacetimes and show that there is no catastrophic particle creation in the
Euclidean region, which would lead to divergences of the wave function.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.66.083504 PACS number~s!: 98.80.Hw, 04.60.2mI. INTRODUCTION
Homogeneity and isotropy of the universe on a large scale
is a good approximation to describe the classical behavior of
the universe. Friedmann-Robertson-Walker ~FRW! models
are especially designed to implement these properties. Nev-
ertheless, seeds of inhomogeneity and anisotropy are needed
in order to describe the cosmic structure. For this purpose,
studies of cosmological perturbations are necessary. Seminal
works in this direction were done in Ref. @1# and later on in
Ref. @2# where the authors studied the stability of de Sitter
space.
The classical description of the universe breaks down for
energies of the order of or above the Planck scale. Therefore,
it is necessary to use a quantum theory of gravity and to
postulate some boundary conditions for the universe in order
to describe its initial state. Despite the absence of a fully
consistent quantum theory of gravity, many studies have
been carried out that shed light on the problem of the cre-
ation of the universe with different boundary conditions
@3–8#. These works characterize the quantum behavior of the
universe in the semiclassical approximation through its wave
function in both minisuperspace and superspace, where the
inhomogeneous and anisotropic modes are included pertur-
batively in the models.
In Ref. @9#, it was noted that the wave function of a closed
FRW universe with a positive cosmological constant be-
comes infinite in the forbidden ~tunneling! region when the
universe is filled with radiation and subject to vacuum fluc-
tuations of a massive scalar field conformally coupled to
gravity. In other words, the author concluded that during the
tunneling process a catastrophic particle creation takes place.
He also speculated that perhaps these phenomena might be a
rather common feature of tunneling processes due to quan-
tum gravity effects. In Ref. @7#, it was shown that the wave
function of a de Sitter universe in the presence of gravita-
tional perturbations increases for some boundary conditions
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for a minimally coupled scalar field and tunneling boundary
conditions.
In this paper, we develop a method based on Ref. @8# to
study the quantum behavior of the wave function of a
radiation-filled FRW universe with a cosmological constant
and radiation, which includes vacuum fluctuations repre-
sented by a massive scalar field conformally coupled to grav-
ity. These vacuum fluctuations will be regarded as perturba-
tions to the homogeneous and isotropic solutions of the
Wheeler-DeWitt equation. We can deduce, at least for some
values of the scalar field mass and a negative cosmological
constant, that the perturbed wave function is not divergent in
the classically forbidden regime. As we will see, the finite-
ness of the wave function is due to the regularity and bound-
ary conditions, which although restrictive still allow for finite
solutions. These quantum states represent asymptotically
anti–de Sitter wormholes @10,11#.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review
the classical behavior of a closed radiation-filled FRW uni-
verse with a cosmological constant, in both the Lorentzian
and Euclidean regions. In Sec. III, we derive the Wheeler-
Dewitt equation for these universes in the presence of
vacuum fluctuations of a conformally coupled massive scalar
field and perform the semiclassical approximation. In Sec.
IV, we deduce the general matching conditions that relate the
wave function defined in the different semiclassical regions.
We also impose the regularity conditions. In Sec. V, we ob-
tain the background wave function and linearize the equa-
tions for the matter vacuum fluctuations thus obtaining gen-
eralized Lame´ equations. We solve these equations for
asymptotically anti–de Sitter wormhole spacetimes. We
show that this perturbed wave function is finite for all pos-
sible values of the scale factor and scalar field configurations.
Finally in Sec. VI we summarize our results and conclude.
II. LORENTZIAN AND EUCLIDEAN BEHAVIOR
OF FRW UNIVERSES
The main part of this paper will be devoted to studying
the quantum behavior of a closed FRW universe filled with
radiation against perturbations due to a massive scalar field©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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review the classical behavior of a closed FRW universe filled
with radiation @12,13#. In our analysis we include a cosmo-
logical constant L[3l , and we represent, for simplicity, the
radiation of our universe by a conformal scalar field A˜ . The
FRW metric can be written as
ds25a~h¯ !2~2dh¯ 21dV3
2!,
where h¯ is the Lorentzian conformal time and dV3
2 is the
line element on the unit three-sphere. Writing the radiation
field as
A˜ ~x,h¯ !5
1
A2p
x˜ ~h¯ !/a~h¯ !,
the Lorentzian equation of motion for x˜ (h¯ ) becomes
x˜ 91x˜ 50, ~2.1!
where the prime denotes derivative with respect to h¯ . The
equation for this field can be integrated to obtain a constant
of motion K˜ , related to the energy density by r5K˜ /a4:
x˜ 821x˜ 25
3K˜
2G ,
where G is the gravitational constant. Then the scale factor
must satisfy the equation
a821V~a !2K˜ 50, ~2.2!
where
V~a !5a22la4. ~2.3!
The shape of the potential V(a) depends on the sign of the
cosmological constant l . For a positive cosmological con-
stant, it increases up to a maximum value 1/4l at a
51/A2l , and decreases after that for scale factors larger
than 1/A2l ~Fig. 1!. For a negative cosmological constant
the situation is rather different, as the potential is always
increasing and never negative ~Fig. 1!.
We can distinguish three kinds of behavior for a. The first
one describes a collapsing universe. This is the case when
the cosmological constant is negative and K˜ Þ0, for which
a~h¯ !5apcnFAm~h¯ 2h¯ 1!,m212m G , ~2.4!
where h¯ P@h¯ 2 ,h¯ 1# , ap
25(12m)/2l , m5A124K˜ l , and
Am(h¯ 12h¯ 2)5K(m21)/2m. In these expressions,
cn@x ,(m21)/2m# is a Jacobian elliptic function and K(m
21)/2m is the complete Jacobian elliptic integral or
quarter-period function @17,18#. Note that h¯ 1 is an arbitrary
constant that can be set equal to zero. The scale factor of this
universe increases from a50 at h¯ 5h¯ 2 up to a5ap for h¯
50, which is the maximum radius of this universe. The08350other case of a collapsing closed FRW universe corresponds
to a positive cosmological constant and a value of the param-
eter K˜ , related to the amount of radiation present in the uni-
verse, smaller than the maximum of the potential V(a), i.e.,
0,K˜ ,1/4l . Under these conditions, the scale factor in
terms of the cosmological time, d t¯5a(h¯ )dh¯ , has the ex-
pression
a~ t¯ !25
1
2l $12m cosh@2
Al~ t¯2 t¯2!#%;
the maximum value of the scale factor is a2
2 5(12m)/2l ,
corresponding to t¯5 t¯2 , which is the solution of the alge-
braic equation V(a)5K˜ . For both solutions, the maximum
radius of the universe increases with the amount of radiation,
given by K˜ .
The second kind of solution describes an asymptotically
de Sitter spacetime when l.0, whose scale factor is given
by
a~ t¯ !25
1
2l $
A4K˜ lsinh@2Al~ t¯2 t¯1!#
2cosh@2Al~ t¯2 t¯1!#11%
for K˜ .1/4l , and
a~ t¯ !25
1
2l $11m cosh@2
Al~ t¯2 t¯1!#%
for K˜ ,1/4l , where t¯P@ t¯1 ,1‘). The difference between
these two cases is that for sufficient radiation, i.e., K˜ is larger
than the maximum of the potential V(a), the scale factor
FIG. 1. This figure shows the potential V(a) defined in Eq.
~2.3!. The darkest and lightest curves correspond to a positive and
negative cosmological constant L53l , respectively. The param-
eter K˜ is related to the amount of radiation present in the FRW
universe. On the one hand, for positive l and K˜ smaller than the
maximum of V(a), as in the case plotted, a2 represents the maxi-
mum radius of the collapsing radiation-filled FRW universe, while
a1 represents the minimum scale factor of the asymptotically de
Sitter universe. On the other hand, for negative l the scale factor ap
represents the maximum radius of the collapsing universe.4-2
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i.e., for K˜ smaller than the maximum of the potential V(a),
the scale factor grows from a minimum value different from
zero, a1
2 5(11m)/2l , due to the presence of the potential
barrier V(a), to become asymptotically de Sitter.
And, finally, there is a third kind of solution which exactly
coincides with a de Sitter spacetime,
a~ t¯ !25
1
l
cosh2@Al~ t¯2 t¯1!# ,
in the absence of radiation and for a positive l .
It can be checked that there are no classical solutions of
the Einstein equations corresponding to a closed FRW uni-
verse in the absence of radiation, K˜ 50, with a negative cos-
mological constant. It is only for K˜ .0 that it is possible to
have a Lorentzian evolution for the scale factor a.
Up to now, we have described the different possible
Lorentzian solutions for a closed homogeneous and isotropic
universe filled with radiation and we have seen that the po-
tential V(a) forbids the classical evolution for some values
of the scale factor. Therefore two classical FRW universes
filled with radiation with K˜ ,1/4l are disconnected and the
scale factor for a FRW universe with a negative cosmologi-
cal constant has a maximum value when the content of the
universe corresponds to radiation.
As is well known, the fact that two classically allowed
universes separated by a potential barrier are classically dis-
connected does not mean that they cannot be connected
quantum mechanically. In the lowest approximation, this
connection is established by an instanton whose explicit
form can be obtained by performing an analytical continua-
tion of Eq. ~2.2!, for a positive l , so that the classically
forbidden region is now the permitted one. The solution for
the scale factor must satisfy
a~h2!5a2 , a~h1!5a1 ,
in order to connect with the two classical FRW universes.
From the analytically continued version of Eq. ~2.2!, we ob-
tain the following solution for the scale factor:
a~h!25
11m
2l dn
2FA11m2 ~h2h1!, 2m11mG , ~2.5!
where hP@h2 ,h1# with h12h252A2/(11m)K2m/(1
1m). In this expression dn@x ,2m/(11m)# is the Jacobian
elliptic delta-amplitude function @17,18#. Note that h1 is an
arbitrary constant that can be set equal to zero. This instanton
was also found in Ref. @12#, where the authors considered a
closed FRW with a material content corresponding to a
massless scalar field conformally coupled to gravity. In the
absence of radiation, m51, the turning points of the poten-
tial V(a), i.e., the solution of V(a)5K˜ @see Eq. ~2.3!# be-
comes a250, a15A1/l . The instanton ~2.5! then acquires
the simple form08350a~h!25
1
l
sech2~h2h1!
and h12h25‘ .
While for a positive cosmological constant the Euclidean
solution for a closed FRW universe filled with radiation con-
nects two classical solutions, for a negative l the solution
behaves as an Euclidean asymptotically anti–de Sitter worm-
hole. This can be easily deduced from the analytical continu-
ation of Eq. ~2.2! to imaginary conformal time. The scale
factor of the wormhole looks like @10#
a~h!25ap
2nc2FAm~h2h2!,11m2m G , ~2.6!
where hP@h2 ,h1# and Am(h12h2)5K(11m)/2m. In
this expression nc@x ,(11m)/2m# is a Jacobian elliptic func-
tion @17,18#. The value ap describes the radius of the worm-
hole throat.
III. THE WAVE FUNCTION OF THE UNIVERSE
The quantum behavior of the FRW universe can be de-
scribed by the solution to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation @14#.
In the WBK approximation, the wave functions can be ap-
proximated, under certain conditions, by ingoing and outgo-
ing modes defined through the classical action in the Lorent-
zian section, while in the Euclidean sector, the wave function
can be approximated by linear combinations of increasing
and decreasing modes in terms of the Euclidean action.
Boundary conditions that determine these linear combina-
tions are also necessary. In this section, we will obtain the
general shape of the wave function of a closed FRW universe
filled with radiation and whose content corresponds to a mas-
sive scalar field conformally coupled to gravity.
A. Canonical formulation
We will consider a minisuperspace described by two de-
grees of freedom, the scale factor a and a homogeneous and
isotropic scalar field conformally coupled to gravity A˜ .
Around this minisuperspace, we will study the linear pertur-
bations due to an inhomogeneous and anisotropic massive
scalar field F conformally coupled to gravity. We will obtain
the Wheeler-DeWitt equation from a specific representation
of the Hamiltonian of the system which can be constructed
easily from the classical action of the system
S5Sg1Sr1Sm ,
Sg5
1
16pGE d4xA2g~R26l!2 18pGE d3xAhK,
Sr5E d4xA2gF2 12 ~„A˜ !22 112 RA˜ 2G116E d3xAhKA˜ 2,
4-3
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1
1
6E d3xAhKF2, ~3.1!
where G is the gravitational constant, m is the mass of the
scalar field, and K is the trace of the extrinsic curvature. We
have used the sign conventions of Misner, Thorne, and
Wheeler @15#.
We introduce new variables which correspond to an ex-
pansion in hyperspherical harmonics of the massive scalar
field around the background solution described in the previ-
ous section as follows:
F~x,h¯ !5a~h¯ !21Fw~h¯ !1(
nlm
f nlm~h¯ !Qnlm~x!G , ~3.2!
A˜ ~x,h¯ !5
1
A2p
a~h¯ !21
3Fx˜ ~h¯ !1(
nlm
znlm~h¯ !Qnlm~x!G , ~3.3!
where Qnlm are the scalar hyperspherical harmonics, eigen-
functions of the three-dimensional Laplacian „2 in the three-
sphere, i.e., they satisfy the eigenvalue equation „2Qnlm5
2n(n12)Qnlm, with n50,1,2, . . . . The mode n50 corre-
sponds to the homogeneous and isotropic perturbation, while
higher values of n correspond to inhomogeneous and aniso-
tropic modes. We have considered the background solution
of the massive scalar field F , equal to zero, i.e., w50. From
now on and for the sake of simplicity, we will drop the
indices lm and keep only the eigenvalue index n in all the
expressions.
The spacetime metric must also be expanded around the
homogeneous and isotropic background solution. If we write
the Lorentzian metric in the 311 form
ds25a2~2N21NiNi!dh212aNidhdxi1gi jdxidx j,
this expansion can be written as
N511(
n
gnQn,
Ni5(
n
~ jnPin1knSin!,
gi j5a2~V i j1e i j!,
e i j5(
n
~anQi jn 1bnPi jn 1cnSi jn 1dnGi jn !,
V i j being the metric in the unit three-sphere and Qn, Pn, Sn,
and Gn the standard hyperspherical harmonics on the three-
sphere @1,6#.08350The coefficients xn[$an ,bn ,cn ,gn , jn ,kn% can in prin-
ciple be eliminated by means of a diffeomorphism on the
three-sphere and choosing suitable lapse and shift functions
@6,7#. The only terms in these expansions that cannot be
gauged away correspond to pure transverse traceless tensor
perturbations that describe gravitational waves. These are
represented by the coefficients dn . The Lorentzian action up
to second order in perturbations has the form
S5S (0)@a ,x#1Sg1r
(2) @a ,x ,zn ,xn ,dn#1Sm
(2)@a , f n# .
This can be seen from Eq. ~3.1!, taking into account that the
massive background field vanishes, i.e., w50. Indeed in this
case the perturbations of the massive scalar field decouple
from perturbations of the metric and the radiation up to sec-
ond order. Since we are interested in the behavior of closed
FRW universes against the quantum fluctuations of the
vacuum of the massive scalar field F , we have chosen its
homogeneous background mode to vanish. So the explicit
expression of Sg1r
(2) is not necessary for studying the behavior
of the FRW universe under perturbations of the massive sca-
lar field. The zero order action S (0) and the second order
action of the scalar field perturbations Sm
(2) have the forms
S (0)@a ,x#5E
h¯ 2
0
dh¯ F 3p4G ~a22a822la4!
1
p
2 ~x
˜ 822x˜ 2!G ,
Sm
(2)@a , f n#5(
n
E
h¯ 2
0
dh¯ S 12 f n822 12 Un~h¯ ! f n2D ,
~3.4!
where
Un~h¯ !5~n11 !21m2a~h¯ !2.
Finally, the Hamiltonian of the system can be written as
H5H (0)@a ,x#1Hm
(2)@a , f n# ,
H (0)@a ,x#52
G
3p Pa
22
3p
4G a
21
3p
4G la
4
1
1
2 ~Px˜
2
1x˜ 2!,
Hm
(2)@a , f n#5(
n
1
2 P f n
2 1
1
2 Un~h
¯ ! f n2 . ~3.5!
This Hamiltonian describes the classical constraint of our
system H50 and is related with the invariance of the
Lorentzian action under time reparametrizations. This con-
straint will be our starting point for studying the quantum
behavior of closed FRW universes filled with radiation.4-4
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becomes a constraint on the wave function of the universe
leading to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation, which can be writ-
ten as
H 2 G3p ]a21 3p4G ~a22la4!1 12 ~]x˜22x˜ 2!
1
1
2 (n51
1‘
$] f n
2 2Un~a ! f n2%J C˜ ~a , f n ,x˜ !50,
~3.6!
where
Un~a !5~n11 !21m2a2.
The functional dependence of the wave function on the ra-
diation field can be obtained by separation of variables. The
part of the wave function C(a , f n) which depends on the
other degrees of freedom present in our model, a and f n ,
must satisfy
F2 G3p ]a21 3p4G V0~a !1 (n51
1‘ S 12 ] f n2 2Vn~a ! f n2D GC~a , f n!
50, ~3.7!
where the potentials Vn(a) and V0(a) are defined as follows:
Vn~a !5
1
2 @~n11 !
21m2a2# , n51,2, . . . ,
V0~a !5a22la42K˜ . ~3.8!
Here K˜ is a separation constant, related to the energy of the
mode x˜ , and quantifies the amount of radiation present in the
universe as we have seen in Sec. II.
B. Semiclassical approximation
We will treat the quantum behavior of the radiation-filled
FRW universe in the semiclassical approximation @7,8#,
where the physical lengths involved in our problem are
larger than the Planck length lp . In this approximation, the
solutions to Eq. ~3.7! will be written as linear combinations
of
C1~a , f n!5expF2 1G S0~a !212 (n51
1‘
Sn~a ! f n2G ,
C2~a , f n!5expF2 1G R0~a !212 (n51
1‘
Rn~a ! f n2G ,
~3.9!
where C1 and C2 will be decreasing and increasing func-
tions in the classically forbidden regime or ingoing and out-
going waves in the classically allowed regime @8#. We will
deal first with the regions of validity of the semiclassical
approximation in terms of the amount of radiation present in
the universe, and in a later stage of our study, we will specify08350clearly the kind of function in each regime; they will depend
on the inclusion of the Lorentzian or the Euclidean time. S0
and R0 are related to the unperturbed part of the wave func-
tion of the universe while Sn and Rn are related to the
vacuum fluctuations of the massive scalar field and corre-
sponds to the perturbative part of the wave function of the
universe. Using the WBK approximation, we obtain
S dS0da D
2
5
9p2
4 V0~a !, ~3.10!
dS0
da
dSn
da 2
3p
2 Sn
2523pVn , ~3.11!
where we have performed an asymptotic expansion on G,
and likewise for R0 and Rn . Like the usual WBK approxi-
mation, this one is valid as long as
GUdV0~a !da U!uV0~a !u3/2. ~3.12!
From now on, we will consider that the amount of radiation
present on the closed FRW universes in the case of a positive
cosmological constant l is such that this kind of model has
two classically disconnected solutions, i.e., 0,K˜ ,1/4l , al-
lowing for quantum tunneling between the two universes. As
can be seen from the validity of the WBK approximation Eq.
~3.12!, this condition breaks down near the points a2 and a1
in the case of l.0. These points correspond, respectively, to
the maximum radius of the collapsing universe and the mini-
mum radius of the asymptotically de Sitter universe. Simi-
larly, the WBK method is not valid near the point ap which
corresponds to the maximum radius of the collapsing uni-
verse in the case of a negative l . Therefore we have to
analyze the behavior of the wave function near these turning
points using other methods, as explained below.
C. Turning points
Starting from the expansion of the potentials V0(a) and
Vn(a) around each turning point, a2 , a1 , and ap , the
Wheeler-DeWitt equation ~3.7! acquires the form
H 2 G3p ]a213p4G dV0~a !da Ua5ai~a2ai!
1 (
n51
1‘ F12 ] f n2 2Vn~ai! f n2G J C~a , f n!50, ~3.13!
where ai5a6 ,ap . This linear approximation holds if and
only if
U~a2ai!d2V0~a !d2a U
a5ai
!2UdV0~a !da U
a5ai
. ~3.14!
The wave functions of the closed FRW universes can be
expressed as linear combinations of C1(a , f n) and C2(a , f n)4-5
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differential equations ~3.10!, ~3.11!, if the value of the scale
factor a is such that the condition ~3.12! holds, while in the
linear regime the behavior of the wave functions of these
universes will be a solution of Eq. ~3.13!. As we will see
there are values of the radius of the universe where both
conditions Eqs. ~3.12!, ~3.14! hold and it is possible to con-
nect the wave function on the WBK regimes through the
linear regime.
Let us begin by analyzing the case of a positive cosmo-
logical constant, in which the conditions for the linear ap-
proximation are
ua2a1u!
2m
213m a1 ,
ua2a2u!U 2m2213mUa2 , ~3.15!
respectively, around a1 and a2 , while near these turning
points the WBK conditions ~3.12! read
G2/3~2a1m !21/3!ua2a1u,
G2/3~2a2m !21/3!ua2a2u, ~3.16!
where the first one corresponds to a1 and the second one to
a2 . So it is a sufficient condition that
~Gl!2!U4m4~11m !2
~213m !3
U ,
~Gl!2!U4m4~12m !2
~2213m !3
U , ~3.17!
to conclude the existence of values of a such that there exists
an overlapping between the WBK and the linear approxima-
tions. This overlapping depends only on the amount of radia-
tion present in the FRW universes when it can be described
semiclassically l!G21.
In the case of a negative cosmological constant l,0, we
have to deal with a unique turning point ap . Using similar
methods as for the case l.0, we obtain that a sufficient
condition for the existence of a value of a such that the linear
and WBK approximations hold is:
~Gl!2!
4m4~m21 !2
~3m22 !3
, ~3.18!08350which is the case when the maximum value of the radius of
the collapsing closed FRW universe, ap , is large enough
~equivalently, the parameter m is large!.
IV. MATCHING CONDITIONS
Using the fact that there are values of the scale factor a in
which the linear and WBK approximations hold, we will
connect the wave function on the different WBK regimes
through the linear ones around the turning points a2 , a1 ,
and ap .
A. Positive cosmological constant
For the case of a positive cosmological constant there are
three WBK regimes, one corresponding to values of the scale
factor such that a,a2 where the wave function C I can be
written as
C I~a , f n!5C expF2 1G S0I ~a !2 12 (n51
1‘
Sn
I ~a ! f n2G
1D expF2 1G R0I ~a !212 (n51
1‘
Rn
I ~a ! f n2G ;
~4.1!
a second one, which is classically forbidden, a2,a,a1 ,
and for which the wave function C II can be expressed as
follows
C II~a , f n!5A expF2 1G S0II~a !212 (n51
1‘
Sn
II~a ! f n2G
1B expF2 1G R0II~a !2 12 (n51
1‘
Rn
II~a ! f n2G ;
~4.2!
and finally a third one, in which the scale factor a is larger
than a1 . In this regime the wave function is
C III~a , f n!5E expF2 1G S0III~a !212 (n51
1‘
Sn
III~a ! f n2G
1F expF2 1G R0III~a !2 12 (n51
1‘
Rn
III~a ! f n2G .
~4.3!
In all these expressions, the functions with the subscript 0
represent the background part of the wave function and sat-
isfy the differential equation ~3.10!, while the functions with
suffix n, n>1, correspond to the perturbations of the wave
function of the universe and they are solutions of the differ-
ential equation stated in expression ~3.11!. Outside the po-4-6
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the outgoing modes and the functions R0
I and R0
III correspond
to the ingoing modes. On the other hand, under the potential
barrier S0
II and R0
II represent growing and decreasing back-
ground terms, respectively, of the wave function C II .
To connect the wave function of the FRW universe Eqs.
~4.1!, ~4.2!, ~4.3! through the linear regimes around a2 and
a1 we will consider that we have a unique mode f n of the
massive scalar field F . The general case can be easily de-
duced from this one. Near the turning points, the wave func-
tion of the closed FRW universe filled with radiation and a
positive cosmological constant in addition to the vacuum
fluctuation of a massive conformally coupled scalar field, can
be expressed as
C i~a , f n!5 (
mi50
1‘
@gmiAi~zi!1dmiBi~zi!#
3exp~2yni
2 /2!Hmi~yni!, ~4.4!
where
zi5~21 ! i11S 3p2G D
2/3
@~21 ! i11]aV0~a7!#1/3
3~a2a7!12S 2G3p D
1/3
@~21 ! i11]aV0~a7!#22/3bni,
bni52~2mi11 !AVn~a6!/2, miPN,
yni5@2Vn~a6!#
1/4f n . ~4.5!
In these expressions the index i may takes the values 1 or 2
which correspond to the wave function in the linear regimes
around a2 and a1 , respectively, the potential V0(a) was
defined in Eq. ~3.8!, gmi and dmi are constants, the functions
Ai(x) and Bi(x) are the Airy functions, and Hmi(x) are the
Hermite polynomials @17#.
Let us now begin connecting the WBK wave function
under the barrier C II(a , f n) around a2 with the linear re-
gime, using the fact that there are values of the scale factor a
such that both approximations, the WBK and the linear one,
hold, as was explained in Sec. III C. For these values of the
scale factor, the wave function C II(a , f n), using Eqs. ~3.10!,
~4.2!, can be expressed near a2 as
C II~a , f n!5A expFpGA]aV0~a2!~a2a2!3/2G
3expS 2 12 SnII~a ! f n2D1B expF2 pGA]aV0~a2!
3~a2a2!
3/2GexpS 2 12 RnII~a ! f n2D . ~4.6!
08350Let us make some remarks about the behavior of the vari-
ables zi . These variables are related to the different indices
mi of the Hermite polynomials through the constants bni
@Eq. ~4.5!#. Consequently, the functions Ai(zi) and Bi(zi)
cannot be factored out from the sums over the different in-
dices mi which define the wave functions C i near the turning
points. However, since we are working in the semiclassical
framework the second term, which is proportional to bni, in
the definition of zi is much smaller than the first one, as the
first one is proportional to G22/3 while the second one is
proportional to G1/3. So the variables zi in this regime effec-
tively do not depend on the indices mi and the Airy functions
can be factored out from the sum given in Eq. ~4.4!. Consid-
ering our last statement, we will connect the wave function
in the linear regime with that of the WBK regime for values
of zi such that the Airy functions can be approximated by
their asymptotic behaviors (zi→6‘).1
Near the turning point a2 , the variable z1 is positive
under the barrier and reaches values large enough to use the
asymptotic behavior of the Airy functions. Once Ai(z1) and
Bi(z1) have been substituted by their asymptotic behavior in
expression ~4.4! for i51, by comparing the resulting expres-
sion for the wave function of the universe C1(a , f n) near the
turning points a2 for a.a2 with the wave function
C II(a , f n) in Eq. ~4.6!, and imposing the continuity of the
FRW wave function, we see that the growing term in C II
related to S0
II overlaps with the Bi(z1) terms in the expression
of C1, while the decreasing term in C II related to R0
II over-
laps with the Ai(z1) terms in the expression of C1. We also
obtain the following equations:
(
m150
1‘
gm1expS 2 yn122 D Hm1~yn1!5B expF2 12 RnII~a2! f n2G ,
~4.7!
(
m150
1‘
dm1expS 2yn122 D Hm1~yn1!5A expF2 12 SnII~a2! f n2G .
~4.8!
Using the orthogonality relations of the Hermite polynomials
@17# and the following formula @18#:
E
2‘
1‘
exp~2x2!H2m~xy !dx5Ap
~2m !!
m! ~y
221 !m,
~4.9!
we have
1To use the asymptotic behavior of the Airy functions in the ex-
pression ~4.4!, it is necessary to check that with the condition uziu
→1‘ the linear and the WBK approximation overlap for some
values of the scale factor a near the turning points. Indeed this is the
case because the condition uziu→1‘ and the validity of the WBK
approximation ~3.12! coincide near all the turning points a2 , a1 ,
and ap , in particular for the quantities of radiation that we are
considering.4-7
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dm15H A~12k˜2! l1/~22l1l1!k˜2l111/2!, m152l1 , l1PN,0, m152l111, l1PN,where
2k25
Rn
II~a2!
A2Vn~a2!
11, 2k˜25
Sn
II~a2!
A2Vn~a2!
11. ~4.10!
The last expressions determine the linear behavior of the
wave function near the point a2 in terms of the WBK wave
function under the barrier V(a) @see Eq. ~2.3!# which can be
explicitly seen through the dependence of the coefficients
dm1 and gm1 on A and B, respectively.
Now, using on the one hand the explicit expression for
C1(a , f n) around a2 for values of the variable z1 such that
z1→2‘ and, on the other hand, the behavior of the wave
function C I of the FRW universe outside the potential V(a)
@see Eq. ~2.3!#, C I(a , f n) near the turning point a2 ,
we can obtain similar relations to the ones expressed in
Eq. ~4.8! for the coefficients gm1, dm1, C, and D:
(
m150
1‘
@gm1 /~2i !2dm1/2#expS 2i p4 D expS 2 yn1
2
2 D Hm1~yn1!
5C expF2 12 SnI ~a2! f n2G ,08350(
m150
1‘
@dm1/21gm1 /~2i !#expS i p4 D expS 2 yn1
2
2 D Hm1~yn1!
5D expF2 12 RnI ~a2! f n2G , ~4.11!
where we have used the continuity of the wave function of
the FRW universe. Finally using expressions ~4.8!, ~4.11!, we
deduce
C5@A/22B/~2i !#expS 2i p4 D ,
D5@A/21B/~2i !#expS i p4 D ,
Sn
I ~a2!5Sn
II~a2!5Rn
I ~a2!5Rn
II~a2!,
~4.12!
which determine the wave function of a FRW universe filled
with radiation outside the potential barrier V(a), in terms of
the wave function of a FRW universe inside the potential
barrier V(a), and vice versa.
Once we have obtained the matching conditions for the
wave function in the case of a positive cosmological constant
for the turning point a2 , let us deal with the matching con-
ditions for the turning point a1 . For this purpose, we ap-
proximate the wave function, under the potential barrier
V(a), C II(a , f n) defined in Eq. ~4.2! near the point a1 , byC II~a , f n!5A expF 3p2GEa2
a1AV0~a !da2
p
G
A2]aV0~a1! ~a1 2a !3/2GexpS 2 12 SnII~a1! f n2D
1B expF2 3p2GEa2
a1AV0~a !da1
p
G
A2]aV0~a1! ~a1 2a !3/2GexpS 2 12 RnII~a1! f n2D .
~4.13!In the next step, we will match the wave function C II(a , f n),
using the last equation, with the wave function in the linear
regime around a1 , C2(a , f n) expressed in Eq. ~4.4! for i
52. Similarly to our procedure for the matching conditionsin a2 , we use the asymptotic behavior of the Airy functions
in the expression of C2(a , f n) for values of the scale factor
a, such that the condition z2→1‘ , the WBK approxima-
tion, and the linear one hold, and we obtain the following4-8
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A and B:
(
m250
1‘
gm2expS 2 yn222 D Hm2~yn2!
5A expF 3p2GEa2
a1AV0~a !daGexpF2 12 SnII~a1! f n2G ,08350(
m250
1‘
dm2expS 2yn222 D Hm2~yn2!
5B expF2 3p2GEa2
a1AV0~a !daGexpF2 12 RnII~a1! f n2G .
~4.14!
Using as before the orthogonality relations of the Hermite
polynomials, we havegm25H AD~12k1! l2/~22l2l2!k1l211/2!, m252l2 ,0, m252l211,
dm25H BD21~12k˜1! l2/~22l2l2!k˜1l211/2!, m252l2 ,0, m252l211,where
2k15
Sn
II~a1!
A2Vn~a1!
11, 2k˜15
Rn
II~a1!
A2Vn~a1!
11,
D5expF 3p2GEa2
a1AV0~a !daG , l2PN.
~4.15!
These expressions define the behavior of the wave function
C2(a , f n) in the linear regime around the turning point a1 in
terms of the WBK wave function C II(a , f n) under the poten-
tial barrier V(a).
Using the asymptotic behavior of the wave function
C2(a , f n), this time for z2→1‘ , we can match the wave
function of the linear regime around a1 with the wave func-
tion C III(a , f n) outside the barrier of potential V(a). The
continuity of the wave function implies
(
m250
1‘
@2gm2 /~2i !1dm2/2#expS 2i p4 D expS 2 yn2
2
2 D
3Hm2~yn2!5E expF2 12 SnIII~a1! f n2G ,
(
m250
1‘
@dm2/21gm2 /~2i !#expS i p4 D expS 2 yn2
2
2 D
3Hm2~yn2!5F expF2 12 RnIII~a1! f n2G , ~4.16!
and thereforeE5F2 A2i expS 3p2GEa2
a1AV0~a ! D
1
B
2 expS 23p2GEa2
a1AV0~a ! D GexpS 2i p4 D ,
F5F A2i expS 3p2GEa2
a1AV0~a ! D
1
B
2 expS 2 3p2GEa2
a1AV0~a ! D GexpS i p4 D ,
Sn
II~a1!5Sn
III~a1!5Rn
II~a1!5Rn
III~a1!. ~4.17!
These equalities, together with Eq. ~4.12!, are the matching
conditions for the wave function of a FRW universe filled
with radiation, a positive cosmological constant, and the
vacuum fluctuations of a massive conformally coupled scalar
field. Apart from these matching conditions, there are other
conditions which ensure the good behavior of the wave func-
tion. These are the regularity conditions @8#
Re@Sn
I ~a !# , Re@Rn
I ~a !#.0 for a,a2 ,
Re@Sn
II~a !# , Re@Rn
II~a !#.0 for a2,a,a1 ,
Re@Sn
III~a !# , Re@Rn
III~a !#.0 for a1,a .
~4.18!
B. Tunneling boundary conditions of the universe
As an example that illustrates the applications of these
boundary conditions, let us discuss the tunneling boundary4-9
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tions, outside and far from the potential barrier V(a), i.e., in
the classically allowed region and for values of the scale
factor much larger than the turning point a1 , the wave func-
tion of the universe should contain only outgoing modes.
That is, the coefficient F @see Eq. ~4.3!# must be equal to
zero, so that no ingoing modes appear in the asymptotically
de Sitter region. Once the tunneling boundary conditions
have been applied, we can deduce the linear combination of
the growing and decaying terms that define the FRW wave
function under the barrier, i.e., the relationship between the
constants A and B @see Eq. ~4.17!#
uA/Bu5expS 2 3pG Ea2
a1AV0~a ! D , ~4.19!
in agreement with the results obtained in Ref. @16# for an
analogous system.
So both growing and decaying background terms are
present in the expression for C II(a , f n) under the barrier
V(a). Nevertheless, we see that the growing term associated
with S0
II(a) is multiplied by the constant A, which is expo-
nentially smaller than the constant B that multiplies the de-
creasing term in C II(a , f n). We see that, even if it allows the
appearance of a growing term in the classically forbidden
region, under the barrier, it is exponentially reduced. On the
other hand the wave function C I(a , f n) defined in the classi-
cally allowed collapsing region a,a2 will be a combination
of ingoing and outgoing modes.
C. Negative cosmological constant
In the case of a negative cosmological constant, l,0,
there is a unique turning point ap . This value of the scale
factor separates a classically allowed region, a,ap , from a
classically forbidden one, ap,a . The matching conditions
for the wave function around ap can be deduced carrying out
a similar analysis to the one presented previously for l.0.
We summarize our results in what follows.
In the classically allowed region (a,ap), we will denote
the wave function by
CA~a , f n!5AAexpF2 1G S0A~a !2 12 (n51
1‘
Sn
A~a ! f n2G
1BAexpF2 1G R0A~a !2 12 (n51
1‘
Rn
A~a ! f n2G ,
~4.20!
while in the forbidden region (ap,a), the wave function
will be
CF~a , f n!5expF2 1G S0F~a !2 12 (n51
1‘
Sn
F~a ! f n2G ,
~4.21!083504where we have considered only the decreasing wave function
for the asymptotic region ap,a under the barrier.
In the linear regime, around the scale factor a5ap , the
wave function satisfies Eq. ~3.13! and can be expressed as2
Cp~a , f n!5 (
mp50
1‘
@gmpAi~zp!1dmpBi~zp!#
3exp~2ynp
2 /2!Hmp~ynp!, ~4.22!
where
zp5S 3p2G D
2/3
@]aV0~ap!#1/3~a2ap!
12S 2G3p D
1/3
@]aV~ap!#22/3bnp,
bnp52~2mp11 !AVn~ap!/2, mpPN,
ynp5@2Vn~ap!#
1/4f n . ~4.23!
We match the wave function in the linear regime @see Eq.
~4.22!# with the wave function under the barrier CF(a , f n)
@see Eq. ~4.21!#, taking into account that the background part
of CF(a , f n) is a decreasing function of the scale factor a,
whose exponent can be approximated near ap by
S0
F~a !5pA]aV0~ap!~a2ap!3/2 . ~4.24!
The background part of the FRW wave function outside the
barrier CA in the neighborhood of ap corresponds to ingoing
and outgoing modes. Therefore S0
A and R0
A will have the
form
S0
A~a !52R0
A~a !5ipA]aV0~ap!~ap2a !3/2. ~4.25!
Taking into account that there exist values of the scale factor
close to ap for which the linear and WBK approximation and
the asymptotic condition uzpu→1‘ hold simultaneously, we
conclude that
2We consider a unique mode f n for the massive scalar field as for
the case of a positive cosmological constant. For the general case
~multiple modes of the massive scalar field! the results can be easily
generalized.-10
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dmp50, mpPN, ~4.26!where
2kp5
Sn
F~ap!
A2Vn~ap!
11. ~4.27!
Matching now the wave function Cp(a , f n) defined in the
linear regime with CA(a , f n) corresponding to the wave
function outside the potential barrier we have
CA~a , f n!}expF2 1G S0A~a !2 12 (n51
1‘
Sn
A~a ! f n2G
2i expF2 1G R0A~a !212 (n51
1‘
Rn
A~a ! f n2G ,
~4.28!
where the proportionality symbol is related to a normaliza-
tion constant that we will disregard, and the perturbative
parts of the WBK wave function must satisfy
Sn
F~ap!5Sn
A~ap!5Rn
A~ap!. ~4.29!
On the other hand, similar to the case of positive cosmologi-
cal constant, the functions Sn
F(a), RnA(a), and RnA(a) have to
satisfy regularity conditions which ensure the good behavior
of the wave function in the WBK regime:
Re@Sn
A~a !# , Re@Rn
A~a !#.0 for a,ap ,
Re@Sn
F~a !#.0 for ap,a .
~4.30!
V. BACKGROUND WAVE FUNCTION
AND MATTER FLUCTUATIONS
As we saw in Sec. III B, the behavior of the wave func-
tion in the WBK regime is determined by background and
perturbative contributions ~the matter associated with the
vacuum fluctuations of a massive scalar field conformally
coupled to gravity!, which satisfy Eqs. ~3.10!, ~3.11!.
A. Positive cosmological constant
In this case, there are two classically allowed regions and
a forbidden one, when the amount of radiation present in the
universe does not exceed the maximum of the potential
V(a). In the region a,a2 , the ingoing and outgoing back-083504ground parts of the wave function, related to S0
I and R0
I
, can
be deduced straightforwardly using Eq. ~3.10!:
S0
I ~a !52R0
I ~a !5i
3p
2 Ea
a2A2V0 da
5
ip
2
1
Al H a1@E~j I ,a I!2mF~j I ,a I!#
2F3m112 2la2GAa
2~a2
2 2a2!
a1
2 2a2
J ,~5.1!
where
j I5arcsinF 1Aa I S a2
2 2a2
a1
2 2a2
D 1/2G ,
a I5
12m
11m , ~5.2!
and F(j I ,a I) and E(j I ,a I) are the elliptic integrals of the
first and second kind, respectively @17,18#.
In order to study the perturbations, we will now introduce
the Lorentzian conformal time h¯ through
dS0
I
da 52
dR0
I
da 5i
3p
2
da
dh¯
. ~5.3!
The differential equation satisfied by the perturbative part of
the wave function related to Sn
I and Rn
I @see Eq. ~3.11!# can
be linearized introducing the functions nn
I defined as
Sn
I ~h¯ !52i~nn
I !8~h¯ !/nn
I ~h¯ !,
Rn
I ~h¯ !52i~nn
I !8~2h¯ !/nn
I ~2h¯ !,
~5.4!
where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the
Lorentzian conformal time. In terms of the functions nn
I
, the
differential equation that satisfies Sn
I and Rn
I reduces to
~nn
I !91@~n11 !21m2a2~h¯ !#nn
I 50, ~5.5!
where m is the mass of the scalar field F , and a(h¯ ) is-11
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2 cd2FA11m2 h¯ , 12m11mG , ~5.6!
h¯ P@2A2/(11m)K(m),0# and cd@x ,(12m)/(11m)# is a
Jacobian elliptic function @17,18#. Equation ~5.5! is a gener-
alized Lame´ differential equation @19#. This can be seen by
taking into account the explicit expression for the scale fac-
tor a(h¯ ) given in Eq. ~5.6!, the relation cd@x1K(m),m#5
2sn@x ,m# @17#, and introducing a new variable u
[A(11m)/2h¯ , so that Eq. ~5.5! becomes the generalized
Lame´ equation
d2nn
I
du2
5$N~N11 !k sn2@u2K~k !,k#2h%nn
I
, ~5.7!
with
N~N11 !52
m2
l
, k5
12m
11m , h52
~n11 !2
11m . ~5.8!
In the classically forbidden region (a2,a,a1), the
functions R0
II and S0
II are
S0
II~a !52R0
II~a !52
3p
2 Ea2
a
AV0 da
52
p
2
1
Al H a1@E~j II ,a II!
2~12m !F~j II ,a II!#1
2
3 @la
2
21#A~a12 2a2!~a22a22 !
a2
J , ~5.9!
where
j II5arcsinF 1Aa II S a
22a2
2
a2
D 1/2G ,
a II5
2m
11m . ~5.10!
On the other hand, the differential equation satisfied by
the perturbations Sn
II and Rn
II can be simplified as before:
~nn
II!92@~n11 !21m2a2~h!#nn
II50, ~5.11!
where, now, h is the Euclidean conformal time related to the
growing and decreasing background terms of the wave func-
tion C II(a , f n) by
dS0
II
da 52
dR0
II
da 52
3p
2
da
dh , ~5.12!083504a(h) is the Euclidean scale factor given in Eq. ~2.5!, the
functions nn
II are defined as
Sn
II~h!52~nn
II!8~2h!/nn
II~2h!,
Rn
II~h!52~nn
II!8~h!/nn
II~h!, ~5.13!
and the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the Eu-
clidean conformal time h . Like the functions nn
I
, their ana-
logues nn
II
, defined under the potential barrier V(a), also
satisfy a generalized Lame´ equation.
Finally, for the asymptotically de Sitter regime (a.a1),
the background parts of the wave function C III(a , f n) are
S0
III~a !52R0
III~a !5i
3p
2 Ea1
a
A2V0 da
5i
p
2
1
Al H a1@E~j III ,a III!2mF~j III ,a III!#
1Fla2232m2 GA~a
22a1
2 !a2
a22a2
2 J , ~5.14!
where
j III5arcsinF a22a12
a22a2
2 G 1/2, a III512m11m . ~5.15!
The perturbative parts of C III(a , f n) can be obtained follow-
ing the same procedure as for C I(a , f n) and C II(a , f n). We
first introduce the Lorentzian time h¯ by
dS0
III
da 52
dR0
III
da 5i
3p
2
da
dh¯
, ~5.16!
and define the functions nn
III by
Sn
III~h¯ !52i~nn
III!8~h¯ !/nn
III~h¯ !,
Rn
III~h¯ !52i~nn
III!8~2h¯ !/nn
III~2h¯ !,
~5.17!
which satisfy
~nn
III!91@~n11 !21m2a2~h¯ !#nn
III50, ~5.18!
where the explicit expression for the scale factor a(h¯ ) in the
asymptotically de Sitter regime is @18#
a~h¯ !25a1
2 dc2FA11m2 h¯ , 12m11mG , ~5.19!-12
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2m)/(11m)# a Jacobian elliptic function @17,18#. As be-
fore, nn
III also satisfies a generalized Lame´ differential equa-
tion.
To obtain the explicit expression for the perturbative parts
of the FRW universe in the case of a positive cosmological
constant, it is necessary to solve the differential equations
~5.5!, ~5.11!, ~5.18! that satisfy the functions nnI , nnII , and
nn
III
. Nevertheless, it is enough to solve only one of them
since the dependence of the scale factor a on the Lorentzian
time h¯ for both classically allowed regions can be deduced
by performing an analytical continuation of a, under the bar-
rier V(a), from the conformal Euclidean h to the Lorentzian
h¯ . The differential equations ~5.5!, ~5.11!, ~5.18! are related
by these analytical continuations and so their solutions can
also be related in the same way. Finally, it must be pointed
out that the boundary conditions that nn
I
, nn
II
, and nn
III satisfy
are given by the regularity conditions ~4.18! which ensure
good behavior of the wave function of the universe.
B. Negative cosmological constant
While for positive cosmological constant l a FRW uni-
verse filled with radiation can present two classically discon-
nected regions, for negative l there is just one classically
allowed region. This section is devote to the latter case, pre-
senting at the end of our calculations an explicit example in
which the description of the perturbative parts of the wave
function can be carried out analytically. Similarly to the pre-
ceding case, l.0, the nonperturbative parts of the wave
function can be obtained from expression ~3.10!. For the
classically allowed region (a,ap), the functions SnA and R0A
related to the background action are
S0
A52R0
A5i
3p
2 Ea
apA2V0 da
5i
p
2 HAmF2113m2l E~rA ,sA!
1
11m
l
F~rA ,sA!G2A2la2~ap22a2!~a22an2!J ,
~5.20!
while for the classically forbidden region (ap,a) the action
can be expressed as
S0
F5
3p
2 Eap
a
AV0 da
5
p
2 F2 113m2l E~rF ,sF!2 12m2l F~rF ,sF!G
1A2l
pm
m11 S a221l DA~a
22ap
2!~a22an
2!
a2
,
~5.21!083504where an
25(11m)/(2l) and
rA5arcsinAap22a2
a2
, sA5
ap
2
ap
22an
2 ,
rF5arcsinAa22ap2
a2
, sF5
an
2
an
22ap
2 . ~5.22!
The vacuum fluctuations of the massive scalar field F
yield to the perturbative parts Sn
A
, Rn
A
, and Sn
F in the wave
function as described before. The analogy between the dif-
ferential equations that govern the perturbative parts when
containing a positive or a negative cosmological constant l
suggests the introduction of the Lorentzian conformal time h¯
and the Euclidean one h to linearize Eq. ~3.11! for the func-
tions Sn
A
, Rn
A
, and Sn
F
. So, for values of the scale factor a
smaller than the maximum radius of the collapsing FRW
universe, ap , we define h¯ as
dS0
A
da 52
dR0
A
da 5i
3p
2
da
dh¯
, ~5.23!
while for a.ap , h is given by
dS0
F
da 5
3p
2
da
dh . ~5.24!
As in the positive l case, we introduce the functions nn
A
,
related to Sn
A and Rn
A
, in the classically allowed region:
Sn
A~h¯ !52i~nn
A!8~h¯ !/nn
A~h¯ !,
Rn
A~h¯ !52i~nn
A!8~2h¯ !/nn
A~2h¯ !,
~5.25!
where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to h¯ . In
terms of the new functions nn
A
, Eq. ~3.11! reads
~nn
A!91@~n11 !21m2a2~h¯ !#nn
A50, ~5.26!
and the explicit expression for the scale factor a(h¯ ) was
given in Eq. ~2.4!. For convenience, we rewrite the last equa-
tion in terms of the Weierstrass function P(xuv ,v8) @17,20#
as a generalized Lame´ equation @19#
~nn
A!91F ~n11 !21 m23l 1 m
2
l
P~h¯ uvA ,vA8 !GnnA50,
~5.27!
where the so called half periods vA and vA8 of the Weier-
strass function P(h¯ uvA ,vA8 ) are-13
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vA8 5iKS m112m D /Am .
Under the potential V(a), Eq. ~2.3!, i.e., for ap,a , the
wave function must decrease and the unperturbed Euclidean
spacetime corresponds to an asymptotically AdS wormhole
@10#. The linearization of Eq. ~3.11! for the functions Sn
F can
be made as in the preceding cases, that is, by introducing
new functions nn
F given by
Sn
F~h!52~nn
F!8~h!/nn
F~h!, ~5.28!
where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the
conformal Euclidean time and the functions nn
F satisfy
~nn
F!92@~n11 !21m2a2~h!#nn
F50. ~5.29!
The explicit expression for the wormhole scale factor was
given in Eq. ~2.6!. In terms of the Weierstrass function, this
equation has the form
~nn
F!92F ~n11 !21 m23l2 m
2
l
P~h1vFuvF ,vF8!GnnF50,
~5.30!
where the half periods of the Weierstrass function P are
vF5KS 11m2m D /Am ,
vF85iKS m212m D /Am .
Summarizing, we have presented a method to deal with
the behavior of the wave function of a FRW universe with a
cosmological constant and filled with radiation under the
presence of vacuum fluctuations of a massive scalar field
conformally coupled to gravity in the semiclassical approxi-
mation.
C. An explicit example
We will illustrate the analysis above by studying the sta-
bility of a radiation-filled FRW universe with negative l in
the case in which the mass of the scalar field is m2522l ,
with l!lp
22
. This simple choice for the value of the scalar
field mass allows us to solve analytically the differential
equations ~5.27!, ~5.30! for the perturbations since, in this
case the generalized Lame´ equations reduce to Lame´ equa-
tions, whose solutions are known.
Under the potential V0(a), the perturbative parts of the
wave function, Sn
F
, were expressed in term of the functions
nn
F(h) in Eq. ~5.28! where the functions nnF(h) satisfy a gen-
eralized Lame´ differential equation @see Eq. ~5.30!#. In the
case under consideration, m2522l , this equation becomes083504~nn
F!92@h˜1N~N11 !P~h1vFuvF ,vF8!#nnF50,
~5.31!
with N51 and h˜5(n11)22 23 . Since NPN this is a Lame´
equation whose solutions can be expressed as linear combi-
nations of the linearly independent solutions n1n
F (h) and
n2n
F (h) given by @19#
n1n
F ~h!5
s~h1vF1zFuvF ,vF8!
s~h1vFuvF ,vF8!
exp@2hz~zFuvF ,vF8!# ,
n2n
F ~h!5
s~2h1vF1zFuvF ,vF8!
s~2h1vFuvF ,vF8!
exp@hz~zFuvF ,vF8!# ,
~5.32!
where s(xuvF ,vF8) and z(xuvF ,vF8) are Weierstrass func-
tions @17,20# and the parameter zF is implicitly defined by
P~zFuvF ,vF8!5~n11 !22
2
3 . ~5.33!
The differential operator that defines Eq. ~5.31! is a
Schro¨dinger operator whose potential is periodic as it can be
expressed in term of the Weierstrass function P(xuvF ,vF8).
Therefore, the solutions will present an infinite number of
forbidden and allowed bands known as Floquet bands and
the linear independent solutions n1n
F (h) and n2nF (h) will be
characterized by a Floquet index Fn
F
, independent of h , such
that
n1n
F ~h12vF!5exp~ iFn
F!n1n
F ~h!,
n2n
F ~h12vF!5exp~2iFn
F!n2n
F ~h!.
~5.34!
So, for the allowed bands, defined by real values of Fn
F
, the
amplitudes of nn
F(h), will be in principle bounded from
above, while for the forbidden bands, i.e., for complex val-
ues of Fn
F
, the solutions will be exponentially increasing or
decreasing. In the case under consideration, the explicit ex-
pression of the Floquet index can be deduced using the fol-
lowing property @20#:
s~x12vFuvF ,vF8!52s~xuvF ,vF8!exp@2~x1vF!jF#
where jF[z(vFuvF ,vF8), which implies
Fn
F52i@vFz~zFuvF ,vF8!2zFjF# . ~5.35!
As can be seen from this expression, Fn
F depends on the
parameter zF defined in Eq. ~5.33!. So we have to obtain the
possible values of zF in order to characterize Fn
F and the
behavior of the linear independent solutions n1n
F (h) and
n2n
F (h).-14
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Weierstrass function P(xuvF ,vF8), we restrict its values to
the fundamental rectangle @17# whose vertices coincide with
the values 0, vF , vF8 , and vF1vF8 . That is, zF can belong to
the following ranges:
range A:zF5bF , 0,bF<vF ,
range B:zF5vF1idF , 0<dF<uvF8u,
range C:zF5vF81bF , 0<bF<vF ,
range D:zF5idF , 0,dF<uvF8u.
When zF takes values in each of the four preceding ranges,
its definition given by Eq. ~5.33! implies @17#
zFPrange A)
m11
2 <~n11 !
2
,
zFPrange B)1<~n11 !2<
m11
2 ,
zFPrange C)
12m
2 <~n11 !
2<1,
zFPrange D)~n11 !2<
12m
2 .
Now, remembering that m.1 and n>1, we conclude that
the parameter zF cannot take values in the ranges C and D. In
the two remaining ranges A and B, the Floquet index can be
expressed in term of Theta functions @20#, allowing us to
conclude that the range A is a forbidden band, i.e., FnF is
complex, while the range B is an allowed one, i.e., FnF is real.
Finally, the general solutions to Eq. ~5.31! will be a linear
combination of n1n
F and n2n
F
. Using Eq. ~5.28!, we can write
the functions Sn
F in terms of n1n
F and n2n
F with just one free
integration constant ~this was expected since Sn
F satisfies a
first order differential equation!. Therefore, for our purposes
and without loss of generality we can write
nn
F~h!5n1n
F ~h!1An
Fn2n
F ~h!. ~5.36!
The constants An
F have to be chosen so that the regularity
conditions for Sn
F hold and the functions Sn
F coincide at the
turning point ap with their counterparts in the classically
allowed region Sn
A and Rn
A
.
The functions nn
A(h¯ ), related to SnA and RnA , can be simi-
larly deduced, since the differential equations ~5.27! also re-
duce to Lame´ equations with the following linearly indepen-
dent solutions:083504n1n
A ~h¯ !5
s~h¯ 1vA8 1zAuvA ,vA8 !
s~h¯ 1vA8 uvA ,vA8 !
exp@2h¯ z~zAuvA ,vA8 !# ,
n2n
A ~h¯ !5
s~2h¯ 1vA8 1zAuvA ,vA8 !
s~2h¯ 1vA8 uvA ,vA8 !
exp@h¯ z~zAuvA ,vA8 !# ,
~5.37!
where the parameter zA now satisfies the following relation:
P~zAuvA ,vA8 !52~n11 !21
2
3 . ~5.38!
These new functions n1n
A (h¯ ) and n2nA (h¯ ) are quasiperiodic
like their conterparts n1n
F (h) and n2nF (h), i.e., they satisfy a
relation analogous to Eq. ~5.34! where the new Floquet index
Fn
A reads
Fn
A52i@vAz~zAuvA ,vA8 !2zAjA# . ~5.39!
The values of the parameter zA can be reduced to the funda-
mental rectangle of P(xuvA ,vA8 ), but, as before, owing to
the presence of radiation in the FRW universe (m.1) and
the vacuum fluctuations of the massive scalar field (n>1),
they can only belong to the following ranges:
range E:zA5vA8 1bA , 0<bA<vA ,
range F:zA5idA , 0,dA<uvA8 u,
for which
zAPrangeE)1<~n11 !2<
m11
2 ,
zAPrange F)
m11
2 <~n11 !
2
.
Note that there is a correspondence between these in-
equalities satisfied in the ranges E and F and those satisfied
in the ranges B and A, respectively, under the barrier. This
correspondence is due to the fact that, since the analytic pro-
longation of zA in Eq. ~5.33! is zA5izF @17#, for each value
of zF belonging to the range A or B, there is a unique value
of zA belonging to the range F or E respectively.
The expression of Fn
A in terms of the Theta functions @20#
allow us to conclude that the range E corresponds to a for-
bidden band while the range F corresponds to an allowed
one.
Finally, the perturbed part of the wave function, Sn
A
, can
be obtained using Eq. ~5.25! and the solution
nn
A~h¯ !5n1n
A ~h¯ !1A
n
Asn2n
A ~h¯ !. ~5.40!
The function Rn
A can be similarly obtained provided that h¯
and A
n
As are substituted by 2h¯ and A
n
Ar
, respectively.-15
BOUHMADI-LO´ PEZ, GARAY, AND GONZA´ LEZ-DI´AZ PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 083504 ~2002!FIG. 2. This figure shows the contour plots corresponding to constant values of M @An
F# in the complex An
F plane where M @An
F# is defined
as the minimum of Re@Sn
F# , Re@Sn
A# , and Re@Rn
A# for all times. In these contour plots, the scale of gray represents the magnitude of M: the
darkest ~black! one corresponds to negative infinite values of M while the lightest ones correspond to positive values and therefore determine
the allowed An
F
’s. The parameter m related to the amount of radiation and the cosmological constant has been set equal to m5241. As
discussed in the main text, by the regularity conditions Eq. ~4.30!, the allowed values of An
F are those for which M is positive. The contour
plot in ~a! corresponds to the mode n515. This mode for the chosen value of m is such that zF belongs to the range A. The set $A15F
PC,1,uA15
F u% corresponds to the allowed values of A15
F by the regularity conditions. ~b! represents the contour plot for the mode n55 for
which zF belongs to the range B. The values of A5F for which the regularity conditions hold are $A5FPC,1,uA5Fu%. Finally, ~c! shows the
contour plot of M for n510. In this case zF lies in the boundary of the range A and B. The allowed values of A10F are $A10F PC,1,uA10F u% and
M reaches infinite negative values for any other value of A10
F
.The matching conditions at the turning point ap require
that Sn
F
, Sn
A
, and Rn
A be equal at this point, so that the inde-
pendent constant An
F
, A
n
As
, and A
n
Ar satisfy the relation
A
n
As5A
n
Ar5
12Cn1An
F~11Cn!
11Cn1An
F~12Cn!
, ~5.41!
where
Cn5
vA
ivF
@ ln u2~x ,qF!2ln u1~x ,qF!#8ux5zF/2vF
@ ln u4~x ,qA!2ln u1~x ,qA!#8ux5zA/2vA
,
~5.42!
qF5exp@ipvF8/vF# , and qA5exp@ipvA8 /vA# .
In general, the wave function of the universe, defined in
the whole range of the scale factor, i.e., aP@0,1‘), will be
a linear combination of all the wave functions CA1F ,A2F . . .
defined in Eqs. ~4.20!, ~4.21! for the allowed and forbidden
regimes, of the form
C5F )
n>1
E
Sn
dAn
FGzA1FA2FCA1F ,A2F~a , f n!, ~5.43!
where zA1FA2F . . . are the coefficients of the linear combina-
tions and Sn denotes the set of allowed values of An
F for each
mode, to be determined.
The wave function C must satisfy a regularity condition
that in terms of the functions Sn
F
, Sn
A
, and Rn
A becomes a set
of inequalities requiring that the real part of these functions
be positive as stated in Eq. ~4.30!. These inequalities select
the allowed values of An
F for each mode. In others words, the
allowed values of An
F will be those for which the minimum083504M @An
F# of Re@Sn
F# , Re@Sn
A# and Re@Rn
A# for all times (h¯ and
h) is strictly positive. Naturally, this minimum will depend
on both the amount of radiation present in the universe and
the cosmological constant, which are jointly represented by
m, and on the mode n itself. This dependence is encoded in
the parameter zF ~and its analytical continuation zA) which
may belong to either the range A or B.
We have plotted the contours corresponding to constant
values of the minimum M @An
F# in the complex An
F plane for
the two possible ranges A and B as well as for the value
zF5vF that defines the border between both ranges. These
contour plots are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that for zF
Prange A, the minimum M is positive outside the circle of
unity radius and centered at the origin, i.e., for uAn
Fu.1.
Therefore, for fixed amount of radiation (m5241 in Fig. 2!,
the allowed values of An
F with n such that zFPrange A are
Sn5$An
FPC,uAn
Fu.1%. Figure 2~a! shows the contour plot of
M for a zF in the range A corresponding to n515 and m
5241. The modes n such that zFPrange B exhibit a more
complicated behavior. Depending on the specific mode under
study the allowed values An
F are either the upper or the lower
complex planes, i.e., Sn5$An
FPC,Im@An
F#.0% for some n
and Sn5$An
FPC,Im@An
F#,0% for the others. Figure 2~b!
shows the contour plot of M for a zF in the range B corre-
sponding to n55 and m5241. Other modes will present
either a similar plot or the mirror image with respect to the
real axis, as already discussed. Finally, we see that for those
amounts of radiation for which m52(nB11)221 for some
nBPN, the mode nB such that zF belongs to both ranges A
and B, the allowed values of AnF are Sn5$AnFPC,uAnFu.1% as
in Fig. 2~c!. Note, however, that unlike Fig. 2~a!, the values
uAn
Fu<1 correspond to negative infinite minima M (AnF). In-16
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any such boundary mode and only for very specific fine-
tuned amounts of radiation will this happen.
The existence of a set Sn for fixed values of the parameter
m is similar to the case studied in @7#. There the author con-
structed the wave function of the gravitons in a de Sitter
background for different boundary conditions. When the de-
creasing wave function for the gravitons under the potential
barrier V(a) for K˜ 50 was picked up ~boundary conditions
similar to the one considered in @9#!, the wave function was
not uniquely defined, or, equivalently, it can be constructed
as a superposition analogue to Eq. ~5.43!. The situation is
rather different when the increasing wave function of the
gravitons under the potential barrier V(a) is chosen: in this
case there is a unique wave function.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied the quantum behavior of a
radiation-filled FRW universe with a cosmological constant
in the presence of vacuum fluctuations represented by a mas-
sive scalar field conformally coupled to gravity.
In the semiclassical approximation, the wave function of
the universe can be expressed as linear combinations of out-
going and ingoing modes in the classically allowed regions
and as increasing and decreasing modes in the classically
forbidden ones. For negative cosmological constant, the
matching conditions have been deduced for natural boundary
conditions which pick up the decreasing wave function in the
forbidden region ~i.e., in the asymptotically anti–de Sitter
Euclidean wormhole!. For positive cosmological constant,
the matching conditions have been worked out for arbitrary
boundary conditions and have been applied to the specific
case of the tunneling boundary conditions of the universe
@5#. In this case, the wave function describes a de Sitter–like
universe that contains only outgoing modes in the asymptoti-
cally de Sitter region. These boundary conditions allow the
presence of decreasing and increasing modes under the po-
tential barrier. However, the ratio between the coefficients of
the increasing and decreasing modes is exponentially sup-
pressed.
Especially important are the regularity conditions that we
have imposed on the wave functions, namely, that they must
be finite and well behaved everywhere and for every field
configurations. These conditions impose important restric-
tions on the allowed wave functions, as we have shown. In
particular, they guarantee that there are no divergences that
could be interpreted as leading to instabilities of the back-
ground configuration ~asymptotically anti–de Sitter Euclid-
ean wormhole or asymptotically de Sitter Lorentzian region,
depending on the value of the cosmological constant!. There-
fore, we have seen that such regularity conditions are not
empty, at least for some values of the cosmological and the
scalar field mass. Furthermore, we have also shown, in this
case, that they are not too restrictive either. Indeed, there
exist a whole sets of wave functions, characterized by a con-083504tinuous index for each mode, which are regular and therefore
feasible candidates for quantum states. In this sense, it is
worth noting that this is true not only in general but also for
each mode separately, i.e., the regularity conditions allow
contributions to the wave function from every single mode
without exception.
With these ingredients, we have obtained explicit solu-
tions for the background wave function and nonlinear differ-
ential equations that govern the behavior of the vacuum fluc-
tuations. Appropriate linearization of these equations gives
rise to generalized Lame´ differential equations. As an appli-
cation of the general procedures described in this work, we
have fully solved the problem of obtaining the wave function
of an asymtotically anti–de Sitter wormhole and its quantum
stability against vacuum fluctuations represented by a con-
formally coupled scalar field whose mass is given by m5
22l . This specific choice has allowed us to solve the gen-
eralized Lame´ equations and thus fully study the quantum
behavior of the vacuum fluctuations. As we have already
discussed, the wormhole boundary conditions and the regu-
larity condition that the wave function be finite for all pos-
sible values of the scale factor and field configurations pro-
vide the set of allowed quantum wormhole states, which are
therefore stable under vacuum fluctuations. It is worth noting
that the boundary and regularity conditions do not select a
single quantum state as happened in Ref. @8#, but a set of
allowed quantum states labeled by a continuous parameter
for each mode. This situation is analogous to one of the cases
studied in Ref. @7#, where the author obtained the wave func-
tion of the gravitons in de Sitter space. If this wave function
contains only decreasing modes, the regularity conditions do
not select a unique quantum state for each mode, in opposi-
tion to the case where the boundary condition picked up the
increasing wave function.
In the models considered in Refs. @7,8#, as well as the one
studied in this paper, the wave functions are well behaved in
the classically forbidden region, when the quantum gravity
effects are included; indeed, they are not divergent. All these
examples show that in the classically forbidden regions,
quantum gravity effects do not lead in principle to infinite-
ness of the wave function of the universe and that it is well
behaved, in opposition to the case studied in Ref. @9#, where
catastrophic particle creation led to divergence of the wave
function. The difference between these approaches lies, as
we have thoroughly discussed, in the regularity conditions
that we have imposed on the wave function as a natural
quantum requirement.
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